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The M company is a stated-owned enterprise which is a TV-shopping company 
and was founded in 7
th
 August 2009 with about 40 staff. Since the economical 
developing the expanding of M’s operation it is expanding outside in the province. 
As the backbone of this company one Radio and Television Group supports M on 
economy technology and brand communication. As a TV-shopping company M is 
based on the digital television channel traditionally. However M is searching 
creativity on the new TV-shopping operations. The creativity of M is that it 
combined some marketing channels by “five-in-one” with TV、website、xinglu、
grounded activities and flagship store. Additionally as a TV-shopping company M is 
uninterruptedly playing the merchandising with the combination of live broadcast 
and pre-recorded broadcast.  With the expanding of M its business scope is 
enlarging which are as followings: household supplies digital products kitchens and 
bathroom beauty apparatus and fitness equipment etc.. Moreover with the expanding 
of M its organization is more reasonable and completer. It has owned product 
development department programme production department telephone service 
department warehousing logistics department. As far now M has covered some cities 
of the province and who is devote to blanked all the cities in the province In one 
word as the developing of M the administrative system is constantly improving. 
This article takes M’s system of performance management as an object instance. 
Firstly this paper will describe the current situation of M’s performance management. 
In this part it is that the confusion of the staff and manger will be emphasized 
analyzed  what is generated during the implementation process of performance 
assessment and performance management such as the confusion of filling the form 
of performance assessment the questioning institution of performance by staff and 
lacking of communication about performance management etc.  
Secondly the paper will research on the improvement project of M’s performance 
management system by comprehensively applying various approaches of 













performance managements like the method of key performance indicator. 
In this part the article would like to devise one system of performance 
management which is appropriate for M’s realistic operating by analyzing some 
major elements that will be as followings performance assessment performance 
feedback and the improvement of the performance. In the end of the second part the 
management process of M’s performance management will be formed and the 
implement of M’s performance management will be guaranteed. 
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